
All retailers selling online agree to maintain each product’s recommended retail value, 
which is listed below. 

***No sales or discounting products online*** 
You are welcome to run sales on products in-person at your spa only. We do not allow 
online discounts on products as that action can devalue them for other retailers, and we 
do our best to keep things fair for everyone! A one-time warning will be issued to a 
retailer if products are discovered to be discounted online. After the first warning, 
access to shopping wholesale will be revoked (indefinitely) if discounted products are 
discovered again 

Product cost + MAP (Minimum Advertised Value): 

❏ Neroli Nirvana 30mL glass bottle: Wholesale $40 - MAP $80+
❏ Neroli Nirvana Backbar 100mL: Wholesale $140 - MAP $280+
❏ Herbal Cream Cleanser 100mL: Wholesale $35 - MAP $65+
❏ Herbal Cream Cleanser 12oz / 355mL: Wholesale $48 MAP $96+
❏ Herbal Gel Cleanser 100mL: Wholesale $35 - MAP $65+
❏ Herbal Gel Cleanser Backbar 355mL: Wholesale $48 - MAP $96+
❏ pH Balance Toner 100mL: Wholesale $25 - MAP $45+
❏ pH Balance Toner Backbar 355mL: Wholesale $35 - MAP $70+
❏ Hydrating Mist w/ Chamomile & Lavender 100 mL: Wholesale $25 - MAP $45+
❏ Hydrating Mist w/ Chamomile & Lavender Backbar 355mL: Wholesale $35 MAP $70+
❏ Exotic Exfoliating Mask 100mL: Wholesale $37 - MAP $70+
❏ Land and Sea Mineral Mask 100mL: Wholesale $35 MAP $70
❏ Vitamin C+ Enhancement Serum 30mL: Wholesale $26 MAP $60
❏ Vitamin C+ Enhancement Serum 100mL: Wholesale $72 - MAP $144
❏ EGF Cellular Activator 30mL: Wholesale $55 - MAP $110+
❏ Sun & Moon Eye Synergy Cream 30mL g: Wholesale $35 -MAP $65
❏ Healing Cream 100ml: Wholesale: $45 - MAP $90
❏ Blue Moon Overnight Sleeping Mask 30mL: Wholesale $40 - MAP $75
❏ Daily Moisturizer w/ Medium Tint: Wholesale $22 - MAP $45
❏ Saian Pure Hyaluronic Acid Serum 30mL: Wholesale $47 - MAP $95
❏ Saian Hydrating Cellulosic Mask: Wholesale $9 - MAP$18
❏ AnteAGE 2 Step System Serum 30mL: Wholesale $70 - MAP $150
❏ AnteAGE 2 Step System Accelerator 30mL: Wholesale $35 - MAP $95
❏ Zensa Numbing Cream 30g tube: Wholesale $30 - MAP $54

Suggested retail for supplements: 

❏ Liposomal Vitamin C 60 day supply: Wholesale $40 - MAP $80
❏ Glucosamine Sulfate 30 day supply: Wholesale $15 - MAP $30
❏ Biotin 30 day supply: Wholesale $10 - MAP $20



Suggested retail for at-home tools : 

❏ Nephrite (white jade) Gua Sha Stone: Wholesale $18 
Retail $45

❏ My Skin Buddy (MSB): Wholesale $139 - MAP $295
***As of October 1, 2021 MSB retail price is being raised 
by $54 to $349 retail price. Wholesale price will be 
raised to $175. ****

❏ Saian Ultrasonic Skin Scrubber: Wholesale $139 - MAP$169




